
Custom Colours
FOR VICTORIA + ALBERT BATHS AND BASINS

Amiata Bath (AMT-N-SW) 
Matte Black Finish (LCF-B-MBK)



Make a statement
Looking for something unique to make your bathroom stand out from the rest? Our Luxe 
Custom Colour service turns the exterior of your Victoria + Albert bath or basin into a blank 
canvas.  Choose from our standard colour range in either matte or gloss neutral tones, or 
transform your bath or basin with a completely custom colour or specialty paint finish. 

Our custom coloured baths use PPG and PPG Vibrance Premium paints for auto-quality 
paintwork. The wide range of effects available including matte, gloss, pearl, metallic and 
glitter fleck paint finishes for a stand-out feature in your bathroom. The options are only 
limited by your imagination. 

Ionian Bath (INN-N-SW) 
Gloss Black Finish (LCF-B-GBK)



Standard Colours
Bathroom trends have shown a strong focus on custom colour finishing 
to baths, basins, tapware and accessories. Creating a statement bathroom 
without compromising timeless appeal has seen the introduction of our 
Standard Colour finishing service.

The exterior of every Victoria + Albert QUARRYCAST® bath or basin can be 
finished with our standard range of gloss or matte premium PPG Vibrance 
paints for an expert finish, guaranteed to stand the test of time. 

Each finish is multi layered using a specialist catalysed paint, with hand 
polishing between applications. The technique results in an exceptional 
depth and lustre to the finish, and is considerably more durable than hand 
painted surfaces.

Available colours are Black, Anthracite, Light Grey, Stone Grey and Matte 
White in addition to our natural QUARRYCAST® White finish.

Standard Colour Options

Matte Black Bath - LCF-B-MBK   $2200RRP

Matte Black Basin - LCF-VB-MBK   $500RRP

Gloss Black Bath - LCF-B-GBK   $2500RRP

Gloss Black Basin - LCF-VB-GBK   $550RRP

Matte Anthracite Bath - LCF-B-MAN  $2200RRP

Matte Anthracite Basin - LCF-VB-MAN  $500RRP

Gloss Anthracite Bath - LCF-B-GAN  $2500RRP

Gloss Anthracite Basin - LCF-VB-GAN  $550RRP

Matte or Gloss Black Matte or Gloss Anthracite

Matte Stone Grey Bath - LCF-B-MSG  $2200RRP

Matte Stone Grey Basin - LCF-VB-MSG  $500RRP

Gloss Stone Grey Bath - LCF-B-GSG  $2500RRP

Gloss Stone Grey Basin - LCF-VB-GSG  $550RRP

Matte Light Grey Bath - LCF-B-MLG  $2200RRP

Matte Light Grey Basin - LCF-VB-MLG  $500RRP

Gloss Light Grey Bath - LCF-B-GLG  $2500RRP

Gloss Light Grey Basin - LCF-VB-GLG  $550RRP

Matte or Gloss Stone Grey Matte or Gloss Light Grey

Matte White Bath - LCF-B-MWH   $2200RRP

Matte White Basin - LCF-VB-MWH  $500RRP

Matte White

Toulouse Bath (TOU-N-SW) 
Matte Black Finish (LCF-B-MBK)

We recommend the following products for cleaning matte 
and gloss custom coloured baths and basins:

Matte - A misted spray bottle containing 50/50 solution of 
methylated spirits and water. 

Gloss - Surf City Garage - Speed Demon (or equivalent) 
www.surfcitygarage.com

Please ensure you always use a microfibre cloth.

Cleaning and Care for Custom Painted Products



Colour matching swatch- LCF-CMS (optional)      $250

Please call our office on 07 3265 7133 or email sales@luxebydesign.com.au to organise a custom 
colour swatch and payment.

Please note:

Colour matching swatches are provided directly by Luxe by Design.  
Colour matching is an optional service. Any colour sample sent to Luxe will be matched, however  
a fee will apply if you require a sample swatch to be supplied prior to order.

Screen colours are representations only. Finished physical swatches should be considered the closest 
possible sample to our final products. Environmental factors such as lighting and surrounds (such as 
wall and tile colours) can affect the appearance of custom painted baths and basins.  This should be 
taken into consideration when choosing a custom finish.

Bespoke finishes include special effects such as crazing, metallic 
paints, pearl and glitter fleck, aging and rust replication, concrete 
and natural texture finishes. If you have a specific request, please 
contact our office for an official quote or advice. 

Specialty Finish Bath - LCF-B-BSK  $POA
Specialty Finish Bath - LCF-VB-BSK  $POA

Please verify lead times when specifying bespoke finishes.

Please contact our office on sales@luxebydesign.com.au  or  call 
07 3265 7133 to organise a quote for bespoke finishes

Matte or Gloss Bespoke Finish 

Our single custom colour baths and basins can be colour 
matched to any supplied sample. 

Matte Custom Colour Bath - LCF-B-MCC  $2500RRP

Matte Custom Colour Basin - LCF-VB-MCC  $550RRP

Gloss Custom Colour Bath - LCF-B-GCC  $2800RRP

Gloss Custom Colour Basin - LCF-VB-GCC  $600RRP

Matte or Gloss Single Custom Colour

Custom Colours
In addition to our standard range of neutral colours, we also 
offer single custom colours and bespoke finish options in 
matte or gloss.

Bespoke Finishes
Our specialty finishing service allows you to design a completely 
unique and one-of-a-kind feature for your home or project. 

Colour Match Swatch

Provide a sample or inspiration image to create a continuous 
stencilled or pattern effect on our basins or baths. We have 
extensive experience in creating and applying filigree, lace and 
geometric patterns using a variety of paint finishes and gradient 
effects. 

Stencils and Patterns

Maru 42 Basin (VB-MAU-42) 
Matte Bespoke Finish-
Industry Bronze  (LCF-VB-BSK)

Ios Bath (IOS-N-SW) 
Custom Artwork  (LCF-B-BSK)

Our team can transform a sample image into a full sized artwork 
in endless styles for use across our free standing baths, basins and 
accessories. Combine any of our custom finishes with the addition 
of airbrushing to create bespoke pieces for a truly unique feature.

Custom Artwork
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